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After the business world reeled
from the debacles of corrupt leaders
who splattered the pages of the Wall
Street Journal, the rebound cry was
for transparency in leadership. In
response to the government secrecy
of the last eight years, the U.S. elect-
ed Barack Obama, who ran a cam-
paign heralding the need for and
benefits of transparent leadership. If
you are coaching in business these

days, you cannot avoid the latest
buzzwords of transparent leadership.
Authors Bennis, Goleman, and Bie-
derman caution us that “claiming to
be transparent is not the same as
actually being transparent” and the
containment of truth by leaders of
business and government today
remains a common practice (“Creat-
ing a Transparent Culture,”  Leader to
Leader, no.50, fall 2008).

This gives coaches a tremendous
and timely opportunity to coach for
transparency. We must model trans-
parency so that our leader clients can
step fully into their own style and

substance in a mean-
ingful and authentic
way. Authenticity is key
to effective leadership,
and real transparency
hinges on authenticity. 

Transparent leadership is especial-
ly important in difficult economic
times when the stakes in decision-
making run high. People can detect
inauthentic behavior by an opaque

leader who masks his authentic
expression or hides information. 

5 Keys of Coaching for 
Transparency 
1. ETHICS & INTEGRITY

You cannot coach for transparency
unless you are yourself a transpar-
ent leader. It ought to be a truism
that ethical behavior is preferred
over unethical behavior. In leader-
ship and in coaching, we believe
that “what goes around comes
around.” Headlines abound, howev-
er, of those who have chosen to take
a different path. If a client chooses

a course that is beyond legal or eth-
ical boundaries, there is a fear of
very real legal consequences. In the
coaching domain, if a coach is cre-
dentialed through the International
Coach Federation (ICF), there are
sanctions for unethical actions
including, but not limited to, the
loss of one’s credential. Even
though the ICF Code of Ethics is
relatively new and still evolving
when compared with professional
fields with greater longevity, the
precepts set forth in the ICF code
provide useful guidance. We expect
more comprehensive guidance and
specific interpretations of the code
to emerge over time.

Whatever professional code of
conduct is in force, however, there
will always be tensions and compet-
ing interests in play. For example, as
business coaches we are often hired
to combine our coaching methodol-
ogy with subject matter expertise or
other competencies. The ICF
would consider that to be consult-
ing and therefore not aligned with
their definition of coaching. It is

By Suzi Pomerantz, MA, MCC, and Bill Lindberg, JD, MCC

corporate leadership

Transparent leaders require 
transparent coaches

Transparency

“We must model transparency so that our
leader clients can step fully into their own
style and substance in a meaningful and
authentic way.”
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vitally important, therefore, that a
coach has an independent set of
ethics to serve as a moral compass
when interpreting a set of profes-
sional guidelines. In an increasingly
fast-paced, high stakes world this is
as true now has it has ever been.
Common sense guidance in the past
suggested you ought not do any-

thing that you wouldn’t want to read
about on the front page of the New
York Times, which numerous busi-
ness executives and public figures
may wish in retrospect that they
had heeded. Today it is not so much
the Times we need to worry about as
the Internet and blogosphere.
Transparency as a leader informs
and contributes to media exposure,
online reputation and branding
both internally and externally.
Coaches must lead our clients
towards behaviors that align with
each leader’s own standards of
ethics and integrity.

2. LEADERSHIP TRANSPARENCY

Coaches must have a working
understanding of leadership trans-
parency, which we define as openly
sharing information, commitments,
goals, objectives, and the journey to
excellence (both successes and chal-
lenges). Transparent leaders seek
and include the input of those who
serve them, those who follow them,
those who are peers, as well as those
they follow and those they serve.

Authors Warren Bennis, Daniel
Goleman and Patricia Ward Bieder-
man in Transparency: Creating a Cul-

ture of Candor speak about “the free
flow of information within an orga-
nization and between the organiza-
tion and its many stakeholders,
including the public. For any insti-
tution, the flow of information is
akin to the activity of a central ner-
vous system: the organization’s
effectiveness depends on it. For

information to flow freely within an
institution, followers must feel free
to speak openly, and leaders must
welcome such openness.” In The
Leadership Challenge, authors James
Kouzes and Barry Posner suggest
that a paramount practice of leader-
ship is to “model the way” by clari-
fying values, finding your voice,
affirming shared ideals, and setting
the example by aligning actions
with shared values (4th Ed. Page
26). The most prominent attributes
of credible leaders are honesty, for-
ward-looking orientation, inspira-
tion and competence – attributes
that are consistent across cultures
and continents and congruent with
what we describe as transparency. 

Another prominent commentator
on leadership, Peter Koestenbaum,
asserts that if any aspects of the
“Leadership Diamond” (courage,
vision, ethics or reality) are missing, it
is difficult to sustain leadership.
(Leadership: The Inner Side of Greatness,
A Philosophy for Leaders, Jossey-Bass,
2002). Effective coaching requires
helping a leader embody behaviors
that support the achievement of these
qualities. Depending on the nature of
the coaching engagement and the

specific contract in place, a compe-
tent coach will stimulate awareness
of the potential consequences if
one of these elements is missing. 

3. ALIGNMENT WITH OUR CLIENT

A transparent leader will typically
express a commitment to trans-
parency. Thus, we must express our

commitment to transparent coach-
ing. Clients who aspire to do the
right thing and chart an ethical path
typically seek support from a coach
with a similar commitment. In fact,
leaders today value the perspective
of a coach who is “outside the sys-
tem.” Of course, internal coaches
provide valuable coaching and per-
spective, but on occasion they may
be susceptible to forces within the
organization or system. External
coaches may, in turn, be unaware of
norms or political or cultural forces
within an organization. Because of
these dynamics, it becomes all the
more important for transparency
and candor in the relationship
between coach, client and sponsor.

4. ARTICULATING PURPOSE 

AND RATIONALE 

Transparent coaching can be defined
as openly expressing the purpose
and rationale behind a particular
coaching thread of questions, or a
particular set of coaching practices.

Whatever issues prompt a leader
to seek out a coach, trust is a critical
ingredient in the relationship. Trust
is in no way an automatic element of
a coaching relationship; it must be

corporate leadership

“Transparent leadership is especially important in difficult 
economic times when the stakes in decision-making run high.” 
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earned and it tends to deepen over
time unless a coach does something to
dispel or break that trust (such as vio-
lating confidentiality). The culture and
context of a coaching relationship can
also determine the tenor and success
of a coaching engagement. If multi-
rater assessment tools (360’s) have a
history in an organization of being
used to pummel employees at perfor-
mance review times, for instance, a
client may not be receptive to partici-
pating in such a process without cred-
ible reassurance. The coach needs to
be attentive to the cultural context to
assess whether or not there are risks
attendant to particular approaches
that may be beyond the coach’s con-
trol. In our experience, a transparent
coaching relationship founded on
candor and openness heightens the
impact of the results.

5. REMEMBERING WHOSE AGENDA

PREVAILS

Modeling transparency for our clients
does not mean driving an agenda of
making them into transparent leaders
if that is not their own commitment
or intention. Even though this article
is a paean of transparent, straightfor-
ward, ethical coaching, we assert
that the client’s agenda ought to be
paramount. 

Our obligation as coaches is to
“discover, clarify and align with what
the client wants to achieve.” (ICF
Philosophy of Coaching). In the final
analysis, our own transparent leader-
ship around our contracting, discov-
ery, intuition, clarity, alignment with
our clients, and our reliance upon
what we observe can help us to help
our clients maintain and enhance
their transparency and efficacy as
leaders. •

If you desire creative and passionate clients,
ADHD Coaching is for you!

Our advanced, ADHD Coach Training 
Program for Certified or Experienced
Coaches (PACG) is ICF approved and
introduces you to our proven models that
will skyrocket your coaching strategies.
Earn 43.5 hours of ICF approved CCEs.

Join us for one of our free teleclasses to find
out more.

We are only taking the first 75 registrants
for this FREE teleclass series so ACT NOW!

REGISTER TODAY AT:

There are 13 million clients who 
need a coach. Are you ready?

The clients are already there, 
YOU just need the training.

David Giwerc, MCC

Founder/President, 
ADD Coach Academy

www.addca.com/freeintropcag.html
While you are there... get your free ADHD Success Kit
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